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Abstract. We discussed the idea of big value of potassium abundance in the

Earth. We showed that Borexino single event spectrum permit the potassium
abundance up to 2% instead of the CNO neutrino flux contribution. Works [5],
[6] introduce the idea that fast α particles are appeared in nuclear processes
in solar core plasma. The reactions of these α particles with CNO nuclei can
suppress the CNO neutrino flux. We demonstrated the connection between the
existence of Earth’s electric field and the big value of 40 K geo-neutrino flux
because the both phenomena are the sequences from Hydride Earth model.

Introduction
In the previous 19th International Seminar on High Energy Physics, Quarks-2016, we discussed the problem of geo-neutrino [3]. In this work we demonstrated that the experimental
data on geo-neutrinos allow to admit that masses of U, Th and K in the Earth can be up to
mU = 1.7 · 1017 kg, mT h = 6.7 · 1017 kgandmK /mEarth ∼ 2%. These values correspond to intrinsic Earth heat flux in ∼ 300 TW. The most part of this flux goes up in rift zones in the form of
the heated gases. Argo Project results and the measurements of the Moon intrinsic heat flux
support the existence of such a big flux. The Hydride Earth (HE) model [1] predicts so large
of U, Th, K abundances.
In the work [4] we introduce the new mechanism of heat transfer in the Earth crust: the
energy transfer by hot gases created in the Earth crust at great depth. The temperature profiles
obtained in the Kola super-deep borehole support this idea.
Here we will continue the discussion about the prediction of so large of K abundance in
the Earth.

1 Potassium abundance problem
BSE model does not give the large value of potassium abundance in total Earth mass. It is
considered that all potassium is concentrated in the crust. Potassium abundance in the crust
is about 2% in weight. But the absence of potassium inside of Earth is based on the fact
that meteorites have low abundance of potassium. In reality we have no information about
potassium abundance inside the Earth below the crust. If its abundance in the Earth is about
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the same as in the crust the thermal flux could be much more larger than predicted BSE
model. The only way to obtain information on the potassium inside the Earth is to measure
antineutrino and possibly neutrino fluxes from 40 K which content in natural potassium is
1.17×10−4 .
Calculated heat flux from 40 K is ten times larger than one from 238 U and 232 Th in sum in
case of its abundance on the level of 2% all over the Earth.

Event rate, evt / (1000 keV × ton × day)

Thermal flux from 40 K can be nondirectly checked by registering antineutrino and neutrino fluxes produced by 40 K. In [2] the spectrum of recoiled electrons from 40 K was compared with spectra from other neutrino sources in Borexino detector.
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Figure 1. An analytic fit over 290 – 1270 keV energy region to experimental spectrum obtained in [7].
The numbers are the count rate per day per 100 t for different sources of count rate. The black lines are
the result of our calculations [2], [4] of the possible contribution of 40 K geo-antineutrino in count rate
of single events of Borexino detector. The upper black line corresponds to 4% of K in the Earth mass,
the bottom black line corresponds to 1% of K in the Earth mass.

Fig. 1 shows an analytic fit over 290 – 1270 keV energy region to experimental spectrum
obtained in [7]. The numbers are the count rate per day per 100 t for different sources of count
rate. The black lines are the result of our calculations [2], [4] of the possible contribution of
40
K geo-antineutrino in count rate of single events of Borexino detector. The upper black
line corresponds to 4% of K in the Earth mass, the bottom black line corresponds to 1% of
K in the Earth mass. We can see from fig.1 that in the case of 2% of K in the Earth mass
the contribution of 40 K geo-antineutrino in count rate of single events of Borexino detector
is the same as the contribution from CNO solar neutrino. If we believe that Standard Solar
Model is true we can say, that the existence of 2% of K in the Earth mass is wrong idea. On
the contrary, if we believe that 2% of K in the Earth mass is correct idea the CNO neutrino
flux must be lower than the Standard Solar Model CNO neutrino flux. Refer here to results
of works [5], [6] in which the authors introduce the idea about fast α particles appearing in
nuclear processes in solar core plasma. The reactions of these α particles with CNO nuclei
can suppress the CNO neutrino flux. If this result is correct the Borexino detector really see
the 40 K geo-antineutrino now.
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2 Connection the geo-neutrino fluxes and Earth electricity, Hydridc
Earth model
The idea of big potassium abundance in the Earth follows from Hydride Earth (HE) model
(or Hydrogen rich primordial Earth) [1]. To check the truth of HE model and as a sequence
the truth of the statement about the big potassium abundance we found the new phenomenon
predicted by HE model. We experimentally observed this phenomenon.
Based on the HE model, we propose a Hydride Earth Electricity (HEE) model [8]. HEE
predicts that the negative electrode of the Earth’s capacitor is located under the Earth’s crust
and the Earth’s fluids carry a positive charge. We have observed an excess of positive charge
in the Earth’s crust down to kilometer depths. The model explains the unitary variation of
the fair-weather atmospheric electric field strength, the change in atmospheric electric field
strength and the precipitation of high-energy electrons during the earthquakes.
We demonstrated the connection between the existence of Earth’s electric field and the
big value of 40 K geo-antineutrino flux. As a sequence of this fact it is follows from Borexino
single event spectrum that the CNO neutrino flux must be lower than the Standard Solar
Model CNO neutrino flux.

Conclusion
1. The Hydride Earth model predicts the huge amount of K in the Earth. 40 K geoantineutrino must contribute to Borexino single events at the level of 2 – 3 events per day. The
suppression of CNO neutrino flux follows from Borexino results in this case. The reactions
with fast α particles in the Sun can be the reason of such suppression.
2. We developed the Hydride Earth Electricity (HEE) model. We proved the HEE experimentally. We observed the unusual predicted phenomenon: The Earth crust (continents and
ocean) saturates by positive ions (protons).
3. We demonstrated the connection between the existence of Earth’s electric field and
the big value of 40 K geo-neutrino flux because the both phenomena are the sequences from
Hydride Earth model.
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